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Abstract
Local crystallographic features negatively affect quantum spin defects by changing the local
electrostatic environment, often resulting in degraded or varied qubit optical and coherence
properties. Few tools exist that enable the deterministic synthesis and study of such intricate
systems on the nano-scale, making defect-to-defect strain environment quantification
difficult. In this paper, we highlight state-of-the-art capabilities from the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Nanoscale Science Research Centers that directly address these shortcomings.
Specifically, we demonstrate how complementary capabilities of nano-implantation and
nano-diffraction can be used to demonstrate the quantum relevant, spatially deterministic
creation of neutral divacancy centers in 4H silicon carbide, while investigating and
characterizing these systems on the 25 nm scale with strain sensitivities on the order of
1 10 ,6´ - relevant to defect formation dynamics. This work lays the foundation for ongoing
studies into the dynamics and deterministic formation of low strain homogeneous quantum
relevant spin defects in the solid state.
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1. Introduction

Spin defects in large bandgap materials have been demon-
strated as an effective platform for quantum information
processing, namely for applications in sensing and commu-
nication [1, 2]. These point defect qubits, such as the negative
nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) center in diamond [3–5] and neutral
divacancies (VV0) in silicon carbide (SiC) [6–8] have been
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used to demonstrate record breaking coherence times [9–13],
high fidelity quantum gates [14, 15], quantum entanglement
and networking at a distance [16–19], and high-sensitivity
quantum metrology [20]. These demonstrations are enabled
by a spin dependent optical readout mechanism resulting from
spin-photon manifolds as shown in figures 1(a)) and (b) for
the NV− in diamond and VV0 in 4H-SiC, respectively. These
defect mid-gap electronic energy structures allow for easy
spin initialization and read-out via an intersystem crossing, while
being energetically separated from the host’s energy bands,
resembling isolated atomic systems. While this approximation is
quite convenient, in truth, the defect energy level structures are
intrinsically sensitive to their local charge, magnetic, crystal-
lographic symmetry, and strain environments—all of which can
have varied and hard to systematically quantify effects on the
spin-defect’s quantum performance [2]. Because of this inherent
variability, many of the state of the art demonstrations have
relied on pre-screened defects, hand picking the qubits that
showed the best properties for the intended experimental
demonstration—spin-defects that had well understood and pre-
selected local charge, spin, crystallographic, and strain environ-
ments. Much research effort has been placed into overcoming
this selection bias using a number of varied methods of deter-
ministically synthesizing quantum information science (QIS)
relevant spin defects in large bandgap materials [2] while con-
trolling and understanding the qubit relevant environmental
parameters. Unfortunately, incorporating these defects into
devices still presents challenges as growth, defect spin creation,
and device fabrication methods generally degrade the qubit
properties [21–24]. While this is a multifaceted problem, for the
purposes of this work, we will focus on the role that crystal-
lographic distortions and defects in the host material play in this
degradation of spin-defect properties.

Crystallographic features such as stacking faults, twin
boundaries, glide planes, and grain boundaries result in
locally varied strain profiles and reduced lattice symmetries

which play a significant role in the local electrostatic
environment around quantum point defects. These features
can often adversely affect the properties of the quantum
system, but potentially also present a unique opportunity to
serve as a means of tuning optical properties, addressability,
and protect coherence [12, 25, 26]. Furthermore, the relevant

1 mm length scale of these spin-defect/crystal-defect sys-
tems makes it difficult to discern the exact origin of the local
distortions. While damage in monocrystalline semi-
conductors, including threading dislocations, stacking faults,
and point defects can appear localized, the strain gradients
that they impart can span tens of micrometers.

Such extended crystallographic defects arise from many
sources, including (1) host-material synthesis, (2) sample
preparation and nanofabrication, and (3) ex situ defect crea-
tion. Dislocations, stacking faults, and twin boundaries can
often arise through growth synthesis methods such as in
chemical vapor deposition of diamond [21, 27] and SiC
[28, 29]. Surface smoothing techniques using chemical
mechanical polish are suspected of creating sub-surface
microfractures within the crystal that can persist several
micrometers into the material [30]. Furthermore, spin-defect
generation techniques via ion implantation and electron irra-
diation [2, 31] typically rely on thermal post-processing to
achieve spin-defect creation efficiency and lattice ‘healing’
with very little quantitative understanding of the process at
local and intermediate length scales ( 10 nm» to 1 mm ). The
effects of these crystallographic features on the spin-defect to
host-material relationship remains poorly understood due to
their inherent complex and local nature. This has motivated a
number of recent advances in the field, attempting to address
these issues—notably using state-of-the art focused ion beam
nano-implantation techniques for deterministic creation of
spin-defects in conjunction with highly coherent nanoscale
focused x-ray techniques as a means to probe these quantum
relevant nanoscale phenomena. Single defect creation nano-

Figure 1. Energy level diagram as a function of strain of a) the NV− in diamond showing a ∼5.75 meV GPa−1 (7.02 eV per unit of strain ε)
and ∼14.58 MHz GPa−1 (17.8 GHz/ε) linear dependence for the ZPL and GSS, respectively [36, 37, 39–41]. Calculated with a Young’s
modulus of 1220 GPa. (b) and VV0 in SiC as a function of host strain, showing a 5 106» ´ GHz/ε shift for the ZPL [7] and 10» GHz/ε for
the group state spin-strain susceptibility [48, 49] (25.1 GHz/ε for PL5 [51]).
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implantation capabilities have been demonstrated at the
Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies at the Department of
Energy’s Sandia National Laboratories. Whereas strain sen-
sitive x-ray imaging, capable of non-destructive local 3D
strain imaging with nanoscale ( 25 nm ) resolution, has been
demonstrated with the Hard x-ray Nanoprobe (HXN) at the
Department of Energy’s Advanced Photon Source (Argonne
National Laboratory) and the Center for Nanoscale Materials.
These versatile tools have enabled a number of recent
advances in understanding the structural dependency of spin
qubit/host systems and methods to improve and harness the
local crystallographic environment of these quantum systems.

The objectives of this work are threefold. Firstly, we sum-
marize several recent results pertaining to how crystallographic
defects and strain dictate solid-state spin-defect performance
while highlighting the broad benefits of understanding and
controlling such phenomena for quantum relevant material sys-
tems. Secondly, we introduce nano-implantation and HXN
capabilities available within the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Nanoscale Science Research Centers, while highlighting several
recent results made possible with such capabilities (figure 2).
Thirdly, we demonstrate these elements in the context of
ongoing quantum relevant works into quantum defect synthesis.
Specifically, we will discuss deterministic creation of VV0 in
4H-SiC and characterization on the 25 nm scale with sensi-
tivities relevant to defect formation dynamics.

2. Methods

The samples studied are Norstel AB i-type epitaxial on i-type
bulk 20 mm thick 4H-SiC (nominal c lattice constant of
1.0085 nm) with a 4»  miscut towards the 1120á ñ¯ direction as
determined by the mother-wafer major flat. These samples

had Ti/Au alphanumeric fiducials deposited to serve as
alignment markers for subsequent steps and were then diced.

The smaller substrates were nano-implanted with Si++

ions at 200 keV, focused down to 66 56 nm2´ spot size (as
measured during nano-implantation) with fluences of 10000,
5000, 1000, 500, 100, 50, 20, 10 ions/spot with a 1 mm pitch
(fluence was varied in rows, whereas columns were used for
statistical repeatability). The implantation was done at an
incidence angle of 7»  to avoid channeling. Thereafter, each
chip was split into two identical sides with half left as is for
subsequent characterizations, whereas the other half under-
went thermal processing at 850 C for 30 min under a flowing
Ar atmosphere.

The samples were investigated with a pencil-like x-ray
beam of 25 nm» waist with a CuKl = a energy of 8.04 keV
at the 4H-SiC (0004) diffraction condition of 2 35.3q »  with
a sample 21.80q =  along the scan x-axis with 25 nm» steps
in both x and y directions via locked hybrid sample motors.
The x-ray nano-diffraction was performed under 10 Torr6-

vacuum with 8 h» thermal stabilization at room temperature
between sample mounting and alignment to minimize thermal

drift. Strain resolution is quantified at
c

c
1 10 4 d-· with a detec-

tion limit of
c

c
1 10 6 d-· (change in the two-dimensional counts

diffraction location) with the resolution given by a Si111 mono-

chromator with
E

E
10 4d- bandpass (location accuracy of the two

dimensional projection size of far field detected counts).
Photoluminescence (PL) mapping of the sample was

done in a home-built cryogenic confocal microscope using
off-resonant 905 nm excitation and operating at 8 K. The PL
was separated from the excitation using long-pass filters and
detected with a fiber-coupled superconducting nanowire sin-
gle-photon detector (SNSPD).

Figure 2. Summary of experimental set-up, combining Focused Ion Beam (FIB) nano-implantation (defect creation), Hard x-ray Nanoprobe
(HXN) nano-diffraction (spatial strain mapping), and confocal 8 K infrared Photoluminescence (PL) characterization.
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3. Body

Early quantum centered investigations of solid state spins
often circumvented discussions of crystallographic and
environmental inhomogeneity via selective pre-screenings of
the available qubit defects. While effective for proof-of-con-
cept or fundamental solid-state studies, this approach is
incompatible with scaling quantum information science into a
robust technological platform. When considering the entire
set of point-defects for desired quantum properties, there are
often large sample-to-sample and inter-sample variations that
are not fully explained. These properties include optical sta-
bility, charge stability, and spin coherence as detailed in other
reviews [2, 32, 33]. While the relation of certain aspects of
dopant concentration, overall crystal quality, and damage
caused by ion implantation and irradiation damage are rea-
sonably well correlated—there remain a number of less
understood phenomena that are often invisible to common
characterization that contribute to defect-to-defect variability.
Recent efforts have begun to address these inconsistencies,
with studies focusing on the effect of bulk host material
defects [34], surface related effects [30, 35], and processing
related damage [22] on qubit coherence times, spectral
homogeneity, and charge stability.

The electronic structure of point defects is intrinsically
tied to the isotropic and anisotropic strain profile of their host
matrices [36–38]. The isotropic dependence, at its simplest,
translates to a linewidth broadening for ensembles [37] and a
quantifiable shift in the single defect energy levels as a
function of strain, as shown in figures 1(a)) and (b) for the
NV− center in diamond and the VV0 in 4H-SiC, respectively.
Indeed, taking the example of the NV− in diamond with
inherent C3v symmetry and a quantization axis along 〈111〉
(figure 1(a))), both the zero phonon line (ZPL) and the
ground-state splitting parameter D are tied to their local iso-
tropic strain, with a 5.75» meV/GPa (7.02 eV per unit of
strain ε) and 14.58» MHz/GPa (17.8 GHz per ε) linear
dependence, respectively [36, 37, 39–41]. More accurately,
strain perturbations in the host lattice translate into variations
of the Jahn-Teller symmetries, resulting in non-uniform shifts
of the defect’s various energy levels [38, 42]. These aniso-
tropic effects on the various excited and ground state optical
transitions can be deconvolved into their independent com-
ponents (e.g. longitudinal vs transverse) and tied back to their
respective effects on the spectral diffusion in a dynamic
environment and optical transition shifts [35]. In a similar
vein, the VV0 center in 4H-SiC has four distinct crystal-
lographic sites that each present their own unique optical and
strain characteristics (with additional spectrally identified
configurations attributed to stacking fault-like defects [43]),
where the sites generally share a characteristic energy level
structure shown in figure 1(b)) [44]. Most investigations have
focused on axial VV0 centers (i.e. kk and hh) due to their
higher symmetry [15, 44–46]. However, owing to their lower
symmetry and anisotropic crystal field splitting, basal VV0

(i.e. kh-VV0) demonstrate higher effective ground state
splitting E (which could also be achieved with applied strain
to higher symmetry point-defects) and as such have been used

to demonstrate decoherence protected subspaces via dressed
states (microwave driving of a VV0 clock transition) [12].
This was exploited to obtain T2

* and T2 times of 22 ms and
64 ms, respectively. Reinforcing that deterministic strain
engineering of defects holds a lot of promise for a variety of
quantum information platforms. There have been limited
studies of the excited state orbital to strain coupling in SiC
defects. The ZPL strain susceptibility is approximately
10 10 GHz6 7 e– / calculated from optical spectroscopy mea-
surements on divacancy ensembles [7, 39]. While studies are
lacking, the VV0 excited states are expected to have the same
order of magnitude interactions as the NV in diamond
[47–49]. These strain modifications hold an upper bound
unique for each defect system. Simply put, the applied pres-
sure must not alter the defect’s configuration such that it loses
its symmetry group, and by extension its spin-photon mani-
fold and energy structure. For NV centers in diamond, this
breakdown of the optical spin contrast was observed at strains
above 4 102» · ( 48 GPa ) [50], whereas for VV0 in 4H-SiC
this value was closer to 9 102» · ( 40 GPa ) [51].

Sample-scale strain variations are relatively easy to
characterize with commonly available x-ray diffraction
experiments. However, local crystallographic defects (e.g.
stacking faults, screw dislocations, etc) can create abrupt
changes of strain profiles, resulting in significant local dis-
continuities of electrostatic environments. Few characteriza-
tion tools are available to spatially map these local strain
profiles and by extension, understand the magnitude of their
effect on the point-defects they influence. Additionally,
crystallographic anomalies act as local scattering objects,
negatively affecting mechanical driving fields that are critical
for many quantum systems [35, 52]. Only recently have state-
of-the-art, nanometer scale crystallographic characterization
tools, such as the HXN, began to reveal commonplace fea-
tures as seen in figures 3(a)) and (c) - showing a dislocation in
4H-SiC obtained with HXN raster scanning, revealing local
strain variations of 1.1 0.1 10 4-( ) · over 0.28 m.m It is worth
mentioning that while large, this detected strain is likely
quantitatively underestimated due to the depth convolution of
the strained features (depth projection) and pristine material
interacting with the XRD beam [53]. In other words, the
quoted value is likely a lower bound, a more exact value
could be obtained with a multi projection analysis that would
require multiple (at-least partially orthogonal) diffraction
conditions [54]. Even at this lower bound for the observed
strain, two VV0 located at P1 and P2 (See figure 3(c))),
assuming isotropic strain, would present a spectral shift of
∼2.4 meV and ∼1.14MHz, for the ZPL and ground state
splitting, respectively, while being strictly within a single
diffraction limited photoluminescence spot size. Similarly,
clover-shaped dislocation defect features are also regularly
found in CVD grown diamond with the HXN [54]. Such
features were noted with strain variations of 2 10 4» -· over

0.20 m.m» Practically speaking, two NVs sharing the same
diffraction limited optical spot within that particular defect’s
zone of influence, would present 1.4 meV and 3.6MHz
shifted ZPL and D values, respectively. Optimal lifetime-
limited optical linewidths are quoted to be 11(5) MHz [13]
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and 13 MHz [55] for the VV0 and NV−, respectively, whereas
observed linewidths are typically closer to 20–200MHz and
30-400MHz, respectively. It is not unreasonable to propose
that a large variation of defect characteristics in a given
material result from the host’s crystallographic defects, which
are found on the order of 10 cm3 2- (for thicknesses of
500 mm ) for both homoepitaxial diamond and 4H-SiC
[56–58]. While some of these are intrinsic to the material
growth process [21, 29], others result from the processing and
fabrication of the quantum defects, devices, and other surface
treatments themselves [22, 30] as seen in figure 3(b)). The
ubiquitous and sparse nature of these defects can result in
undetectable outliers, establishing the need for x-ray micro-
scopy at this scale.

The intrinsic sensitivity of point-defects to their host
environment makes qubits like the NV− center excellent
embedded vectorial strain sensors [22, 34, 54, 59]. Indeed, in
combination with state-of-the-art nano-scale x-ray diffraction
experiments, they have even been proposed as a viable path
for dark matter detection [54, 60]. However, for applications
such as quantum networking, where most schemes rely on
frequency matched photon generation, this defect-to-defect
variation is highly undesirable and cannot always be com-
pensated for with DC voltages via device electrodes
[16, 17, 61]. In fact, low strain/E field sensitivity is in part

what motivates research into defects with increased symme-
tries (e.g. group-IV defects in diamond [62]) as these color
centers present group theory dictated symmetrical behaviors
that are, to the first order, insensitive to local variations in
electric and strain fields. These challenges are amplified for
more advanced schemes such as nanophotonic structures [45]
or near-interface reliant devices and sensors [63]. As such,
this escalates the undesired dependence on any interface and
fabrication related effects. Regardless, for most quantum
relevant defect systems, the variability in local strain and host
material environments needs to be well understood [2, 38].
Fundamentally, this would allow for a quantitative under-
standing of defect-to-defect variability, which can then be
compensated for in applications that require it.

Most intriguing is the idea of utilizing local crystal-
lographic defects to engineer unique defect systems and
devices. Considering two theoretical point-defects located on
either side of the stacking fault in figure 3(c)), we can
approximate that these two defects will have their spectral
signatures shifted sufficiently to enable sub-diffraction limited
independent addressability, paving the way for a slew of
advanced quantum relevant control schemes. Indeed, this is a
naturally occurring palette for local structure-function engi-
neering and characterization. Or, in the case of defects such as
the group-IV-vacancy family of defects in diamond [62], local

Figure 3. (a) HXN 2D coarse motor scan of a region of interest on a 4H-SiC sample (as seen by the presence of alignment markers) with 5 um
step sizes on the left figure, showing the start and extent (∼100 micrometers) of a defect consistent with a screw dislocation signature. (b)
Composite HXN scan of a 4H-SiC ‘clean’ region, taken during a screening scan, showing sub surface crystallographic defects extending both
in the bulk and laterally. Scans are performed in low resolution mode (∼0.5 μm steps) for most of the data except in the ∼7.5 to 10 μm area
where 3 high resolution scans (∼50 nm steps) are aligned and superimposed to show observed features in better detail. Observed features are
of tensile nature (negative strain). (c) A ∼10 nm step size, high-resolution raster nano-diffraction scan of the region approximately outlined in
the low-resolution scan of (a). Color bar applies to both (a) and (c). We note a drastic change of strain from tensile to compressive, showing a
1.14 ·10−4 ε variation in strain over 0.28 μm.
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strain engineering can be used to improve the coherence times
and/or operation temperature of the defects. Simply put, by
increasing the ground-state splitting to values where the
phonon population is significantly reduced, the main deco-
herence mechanism, i.e. the electron-phonon interaction in the
split-vacancy centers, can be suppressed. This has been
demonstrated for SiV− centers in diamond, where 10 4- strain
was used to increase the ground state splitting from 46 to

500 GHz, resulting in a significant increase in coherence
times, alternatively equivalent to increasing the operation
temperature (while maintaining coherence times fixed) of the
defects from 100 mK to 4.2 K [63, 64]. Using a similar
approach, but aimed at spectral alignment, GeV− ground state
splitting strain tuning of ∼100 GHz was demonstrated,
extracting excited and ground state splitting variations of
2.8 PHz/ε and 2.2 PHz/ε, respectively [65]. These techniques
are limited by the eventual degeneration of the defect’s
symmetry group of D3d being reduced to lower forms such as
C2 or D2 point groups.

Overall, control of local lattice perturbations near opti-
cally-active spin qubits remains a key component towards
improving coherence and harnessing the full potential of
hybrid architectures. The deleterious effects of crystal-
lographic distortions within the host lattice from the per-
spective of optically active defects remains relatively
unexplored. Techniques capable of probing the host material
strain and crystallography on the nanometer scale are highly
desirable for both quantum and classical technological
applications. In this context, the HXN at Argonne’s
Advanced Photon Source and Center for Nanoscale Materials
of the Department of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory
is a unique and versatile characterization platform, enabling
groundbreaking experiments in both classical and quantum
applications [52–54]. The basic set-up of HXN characteriza-
tion relevant to the rest of this work is presented in figure 2.
The instrument scans a focused monochromatic x-ray beam
on the surface of a sample while simultaneously collecting
x-ray diffraction (XRD) and when applicable, x-ray fluores-
cence (XRF), as well as x-ray excited optical luminescence
(XEOL) signal. A two-dimensional map is typically obtained
with a sub-25 nm spatial resolution of (limited by the spot
size of the focusing optics) and a strain resolution of better
than 10 4- c

c

¶ . Depth information is obtained with either geo-

metrical projections [54] or coherent imaging techniques [66],
the latter has the additional advantage of an improved 6 nm
spatial resolution [67]. In order to maintain the sub-25 nm
spatial resolution, the instrument operates under high vacuum,
with optional sample environments such as electrical biasing
(up to 100 V DC or 10 V RF), cryogenic cooling (∼70 K),
and optical pumping.

In related works, the HXN was used in stroboscopic
scanning x-ray diffraction microscope (SXDM) mode, as a
means to image real-space dynamic strain within 4H-SiC
[52]. In that demonstration, SXDM was used to correlate
strain waves with photoluminescence measurements from
optically-active divacancy defects in 4H-SiC. The pulses from
the synchrotron storage ring were synchronized to the

frequency of the surface acoustic wave launchers. For the
purposes of this paper, the deterministic synthesis of diva-
cancies in 4H-SiC was quantitatively studied using the HXN,
in combination with PL microscopy enabled by state-of-the
art nano-implantation based synthesis at the Center for Inte-
grated Nanotechnologies (CINT) of the DOE’s Sandia
National Laboratories. Nanoimplantation is available for ions
from approximately 1/3rd of the periodic table with landing
energies from <1 keV up to 200 keV with targeting
resolution < 50 nm. Additionally, in situ electrical and optical
implantation feedback is available allowing deterministic ion
implantation and formation of single photon emitters [68].
The objectives of these ongoing efforts are threefold: (i)
demonstrate deterministic synthesis of VV0 in 4H-SiC, (ii)
characterize the implantation induced strain as how it relates
to the defect formation process, and (iii) optimize optical
defect formation via tailored thermal processing.

The samples studied herein are 20 μm thick epitaxial
undoped 4H-SiC layers on a high purity semi-insulating bulk
wafer, grown by Norstel AB. These single crystal chips have
a nominal c lattice constant of 1.0085 nm. The samples were
nano-implanted at a 7° incidence angle (to avoid channeling)
with Si++ ions at an effective energy of 200 keV, which were
aligned to Ti/Au fiducial alignment markers, with the
implantation pitch being 1 μm. Stopping and Range of Ions in
Matter (SRIM) software simulations indicate that the
implantation spots should have resulted in a ∼180 nm deep
nano-implanted pear-shaped spots with a small average
straggle radius of 43 nm quasi-isotropic from the implantation
center. The implantation zones were composed of approxi-
mately 5 to 30 identical implantation columns (for statistics)
and fluence arrays starting at 10000 ions/spot and decreasing
all the way down to 10 ions/spot (i.e. 10000, 5000, 1000,
500, 100, 50, 20, 10). While typical highly focused
implantation capabilities of the FIB based nano-implanter at
CINT achieves implantation spot sizes of 20 20 nm ,2´ due
to calibration drift, our implantation spot sizes were quantified
that day to be 66 56 nm .2´ The implanted 4H-SiC sample
was split into two chips, and one chip was thermally treated at
850 C for 30 min in an Ar atmosphere.

The samples were investigated at a temperature of 8 K
using off-resonant 905 nm laser excitation photoluminescence
(PL) as shown for both the annealed and unannealed
implantation array in figure 4(a)). Figure 4(a)) shows that
similar PL count rates were achieved at 66 mW to 4 μW
excitation laser power for the unannealed and annealed
samples, respectively. We note that annealing at 850 C in Ar
has resulted in a significant increase of VV0 PL [7, 69, 70].
This can be attributed to the diffusive mobilization of
implantation generated silicon (VSi) and carbon (VC) vacan-
cies [7, 71]. Most of the PL increase is assigned to the for-
mation of additional divacancy centers. Unlike VC and VSi,
which are mobile above ∼700 °C [69, 70, 72, 73], divan-
cancies are not expected to dissociate nor mobilize below
∼1400 °C [69]. Additionally, vacancy mobilization results in
‘lattice healing’, i.e. annihilation of vacancies with interstitial
species, other defects, and surfaces, resulting in the noted
reduction of observed strain, contributing positively to nearby

6
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VV0 PL emission [74]. While many questions remain and
these optical studies are still ongoing, this work demonstrates
spatially deterministic VV0 ensemble creation in 4H-SiC.
Lower ion fluences did not reveal single VV0 with expected
count rates (PL count rates compatible with single VV0 for-
mation) from prior work, which may have been due to charge
state instability from excessive local damage caused by
implantation or insufficient thermal processing. More work is
required to achieve deterministic single VV0 creation by
optimizing the implantation conditions, ion species, and
spectroscopy using multiple laser wavelengths for charge re-
pumping.

To better understand how the implantation induced strain
and thermal processing is affecting the defect formation
process, these arrays were investigated via the HXN in ras-
tering mode. The diffraction peak investigated was the (0004)
peak with the beamline photon energy set to match the CuKa
emission line with an energy of 8.04 keV (wavelength of
1.5406 Å). The beam was focused down to an effective pencil

beam width of ∼25 nm and rastered across the area of
∼0.5 μm by 1.3 μm with steps of ∼ 25 nm. The obtained data
is a full 2D detector diffraction per spatial pixel of the sample
projected along the direction of the exit beam [53] which was
then collapsed (y-axis counts summed) and annulus normal-
ized as to obtain a quantifiable signal. A two component
model was chosen to represent the nano-implanted areas, with
a Darwin component representative of the pristine 4H-SiC
bulk (limited by dynamical effects) and a Gaussian comp-
onent representative of the diffracting areas of the nano-
implantation spot as seen in figure 4(b)) [53, 75]. Each of the
spatial pixels is systematically fitted to this composite model,
extracting the 2D strain profile of the implantation spot as
shown in figure 4(c)). In addition, to obtain a full picture of
how the ‘bulk’ substrate is responding, the Darwin strain
contribution is plotted in figure 4(d)).

From figure 4(b)), we can note that the typical Darwin
component contribution is about 2-3 orders of magnitude
greater for the 10000 ions/spot scan, increasing to a 4–5 order

Figure 4. (a) PL of VV0 obtained via Si++ implantation of 4H-SiC with 10000, 5000, 1000, 500, 100, 50, and 20 ions/spot per row
organized from top to bottom (10 ion/spot fluence is too faint to observe here), columns are repeated for statistics, nano-implantation pitch is
1 μm. The implantation array curvature is due to experimental error, resulting in initial array drift during implantation. (b) Example of two
component quantitative strain fitting model—the Darwin component is representative of the bulk 4H-SiC dynamical diffraction signal [75]
and the Gaussian component is assigned to the nano-implantation damaged region (that still maintains sufficient lattice periodicity to diffract,
i.e. fully damaged regions are ‘invisible’) 9c) 2D tensile strain ε profile extracted from the Gaussian component of the two-component fitting
model for a 104 ion/spot implantation with the as implanted spot showed above and the annealed spot below. The strain is set to 0 when the
area of the Gaussian component is < 0.1% of the Darwin component d) strain response of the host 4H-SiC crystal extracted from the Darwin
component for the as implanted spot above, and annealed sample below. It needs to be noted that the interaction volume from the Darwin and
Gaussian components differ greatly and as such the extracted strain cannot be compared directly numerically, but can be considered
qualitatively.
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magnitude difference for the lower implantation fluences (not
shown). Calculating the Bragg extinction depth, we arrive at a
Darwin component interrogated depth of ∼5.6 μm, i.e. 99%
diffraction signal cutoff depth for (0004) diffraction in 4H-
SiC [75]. As such, the Darwin and Gaussian components are
interacting with vastly different volumes of the sample. This
is reiterated with the SRIM predicted nano-implanted volume
of ∼86 nm in diameter and the two dimensional implantation
strain data presented in figure 4(c)) (as implanted sample),
showing an implantation area volume of 132 7 nm ( ) in
diameter (Gaussian FWHM of y-axis data slice through the
strain maximum). From this, a direct quantitative comparison
of the strain arising from the Gaussian and Darwin component
is difficult without normalizing for the x-ray volumetric
interaction. The Darwin component will vastly underestimate
strain as it is interacting with microns of pristine 4H-SiC
material, whereas the Gaussian component is interacting with
a ∼100 nm diffracting volume at the nano-implantation
location, but ignoring any areas that no longer diffract due to
a catastrophic breakage of periodicity.

Comparing figures 4(c)) and (d) (as implanted), we note
that a phenomenological picture emerges, with a tensile nano-
implanted core, surrounded by a compressively compensating
bulk with peak local strains of about 2 10 4-· and 1 10 ,5-·
respectively. While still about an order of magnitude away
from where optical contrast breakdown is expected [51], the
drastically increased strain in the as implanted samples is
likely contributing to the difference in PL observed between
the as implanted and annealed samples. Given that the scans
are performed with a tilted x-ray beam relative to the x-axis,
the depth information is projected onto the horizontal field of
view in the data, as we scan from right to left, shallower
features are shifted leftwards as compared to deeper features,
indicating that the implantation area is symmetric based on
the lack of symmetry in the x-axis when going from right to
left. Most interestingly, we note two effects emerging from
the post-annealed analysis as shown in figures 4(c)) and (d).
Firstly, approximately an order of magnitude reduction in
both the tensile and compressive strain components is noted.
Secondly, we note a drastic change in the overall local strain
profile, indicating a diffusive-like strain relaxation mechanism
(note differences in x-axis scale between the as implanted and
annealed samples).

Work is ongoing in quantifying these variations as a
function of lower implantation fluences and more sophisti-
cated thermal treatments. Indeed, current efforts are aiming to
build on this experiment in two key ways: 1) improving the
quantitative model to account for more subtle effects, such as
lattice tilting and reducing the background bulk SiC signal
such that we can quantify the strain contributions down to an
implantation fluence of ∼16 ions/spot, compatible with the
synthesis of single color centers in 4H-SiC [71, 76, 77], and
2) quantifying and deconvolving the strain contributions as a
function of various thermal processing schemes. Both of these
efforts will be helped by reducing the relative interrogated
volume of the implanted region vs the 4H-SiC bulk and the
upcoming planned APS-U upgrades scheduled for 2023 that
would greatly increase the x-ray fluence for such experiments.

These advances promise to provide an intimate understanding
of the formation dynamics of VV0 in 4H-SiC while paving
the way for deterministic synthesis of quantum relevant color-
centers in technologically relevant material systems.

4. Summary and outlook

In summary, crystallographic features local to quantum spin
defects result in varied strain profiles and reduced lattice
symmetries, playing a significant role in the local electrostatic
environments of said defects, often negatively affecting their
optical properties and indistinguishability. An exhaustive
investigation of such features at the relevant length scales of
<1 μm would enable a better understanding of inter-qubit
variability in the solid state, while paving the way for strain
engineering and deterministic localization of a variety of spin
defect systems.

The exact effects of these crystallographic features on the
spin-defect to host-material relationship remains poorly
understood due to the inherent complexity and local nature of
these interplays. This has motivated the development of tools
to both probe and generate such features. Specifically, single
defect relevant nano-implantation capabilities have been
demonstrated at the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies at
the Department of Energy’s Sandia National Laboratories.
Additionally, non-destructive local x-ray 3D strain imaging
with nanoscale (∼25 nm) resolution has been demonstrated at
the Hard x-ray Nanoprobe (HXN) of the Department of
Energy’s Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National
Laboratory) and the Center for Nanoscale Materials. These
versatile experimental platforms, available through the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Nanoscale Science Research Centers
have enabled a number of recent advances in understanding
the structural dependency of spin qubit/host systems and
methods to improve and harness the local crystallographic
environment of these quantum systems.

Utilizing these tools, we were able to demonstrate spa-
tially deterministic creation of neutral divacancy centers in
4H-SiC, while investigating and characterizing these systems
on the <25 nm scale with strain sensitivities relevant to begin
to explore defect formation dynamics. From this, we were
able to extract preliminary indicators of how annealing
dynamics affect nano-implanted defects’ local strain envir-
onments and by extension, their optical properties. These
demonstrations lay the foundation of ongoing works on
divacancy synthesis dynamics as a function of strain and
thermal treatments. This is done in the context of studying
single VV0 formation in 4H-SiC from a strain and photo-
luminescence perspective as a means to achieve deterministic
creation of low strain homogeneous quantum relevant spin
defects in the solid state. Overall, this promises to enable
scalability and integration of quantum and classical technol-
ogies by reducing the inherent variability, while increasing
yield.
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